ADDRESSING THE ISSUE OF TRAPS AND STRAYING OF ADOLESCENCE ONCE AGAIN
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Adolescența e-o frânghie de aur 
pe care n-o poți tăia, dacă vrei, cu cuțitul; 
Adolescența e-o frânghie de aur, 
legând nadirul cu zenitul.
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Abstract
The paper proposes an incursion in the condition of the contemporary teenager, in order to reveal some of the jeopardy he is confronted with, in the frame of the axiological disturbances of the contemporary world, but also due to his structural age specific fragility. The harmful effects, which are generated by the TV and especially by computer addiction are analysed. The psycho-behavioural profile of the EMO teenager is underlined. As a result some guiding marks are sketched, in order to prevent the phenomenon, or to recover the EMO teenager.
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